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Implementation of the new cloud-radiation scheme in COSMOPavel Khain1, Harel Muskatel1 and Ulrih Blahak2

1Israel Meteorologial Servie
2Deutsher Wetterdienst1 IntrodutionInoming solar radiation is a primary driving soure of atmospheri weather and limate proesses. For realistiweather simulation, an NWP model has to inlude an appropriate parametrization of the radiative transferthrough the atmosphere. The divergene of solar and thermal radiative �uxes in the atmosphere, whihinterat strongly with gases, aerosols and the simulated loud �eld and its inherent properties, ontributesonsiderably to the diabati foring in the prognosti model equations. At the earth's surfae radiative �uxesonstitute the major foring for the thermodynami state of the soil and the interation with the atmospherevia turbulent �uxes of heat and moisture. In COSMO, the radiative transfer sheme is based on the solution ofthe δ-two-stream version of the radiative transfer equation inorporating the e�ets of sattering, absorption,and emission by loud droplets and ie rystals, gases (water vapor, ozone, arbon dioxide, air moleules)and aerosols in eah one of the eight spetral intervals [15, 3℄. Optial properties are omputed from relevantprognosti and/or diagnosti model variables like spei� humidity, loud water- and ie ontent and loudfration. Some layer properties, like ozone, arbon dioxide and aerosols are spei�ed as limatologial values.In partiular, the spatially variable aerosol distribution is derived from a limatology provided by Tanre [17℄(namelist parameter itype_aerosol=1). The atual layer mean values of optially relevant substanes areonverted to radiative properties like optial depth τ , single sattering albedo ω and asymetry parameter

g and forward-sattered fration through the use of empirial relations desribed in [15℄. As part of theCOSMO priority projet "Testing and Tuning of the Revised Cloud Radiation Coupling" T 2(RC)2, thealulation of the optial properties at the model layers was signi�antly revised, and an additional version ofa radiative solver was implemented. From a tehnial point of view, the new parametrizations an be ativatedvia ompilation with the "DCLOUDRAD" preproessor �ag. The hanges an be divided into three topis:radiative solver, lear sky optial properties, and loudy part optial properties.2 Implementation of the new shemeRadiative solverRadiation transfer shemes are one of the most omputational expensive omponents in numerial weatherpredition (NWP) models. In COSMO model, with only eight spetral intervals, a full radiation alulationosts as muh as eight times the ost of the entire COSMO model run. Most of NWP models ompromiseon the spatial and/or temporal resolution of the radiation sheme. In the operational setup of COSMO-2.8km, with a full spatial resolution and with a temporal resolution of 15 minutes, the omputational ost ofradiation is only 3% of the entire model. This ompromise an lead to loal biases in net downward radiationand surfae temperatures. In an attempt to both redue errors and to derease the run-time we implementeda di�erent approah whih is to derease the spetral resolution by a wise sampling tehnique, a methodknown as Monte Carlo Spetral Integration (MCSI) [13℄ was implemented (namelist parameter itype_msi).Many radiative transfer shemes inluding COSMO sheme [15℄, use the k-distribution method for the gases-radiation interation alulations [4℄. In this method the spetrum is transferred from wavelength spae toumulative probability spae. This spae is divided to intervals whih are alled g-points. In COSMO foreah gas and for eah spetral interval there are between two to eight g-points. In the operational mode ofCOSMO the Fast Exponential Sum Fitting Tehnique (FESFT) is used to fully alulate all of the mentionedg-points. In MCSI only one g-point is alulated in eah time step aording to its probability. In COSMO weused a softer version of MCSI where a g-point is seleted in eah of the spetral intervals whih inreases theomputational os but does neglet either of the spetral intervals in every time step. Of ourse that if theuser hooses to use MCSI the radiation sheme should be alled more frequently. We found out the using theMCSI with full temporal resolution (alling the radiation sheme every time step) in COSMO-2.8km setupan inrease runtime by 33% with only slight redution of global radiation and 2-meter temperature biasesompared to FESFT. But using MCSI with a 100 seonds temporal resolution (every 5 time steps) an givethe same bene�ts but with only 4% inrease in runtime.COSMO Newsletter No. 19: Otober 2019 www.osmo-model.org



3a. Working Group on Physial Aspets: Upper Air 24Clear sky optial propertiesTwo new options of an aerosol limatology were introdued (namelist parameter itype_aerosol). The �rst,Tegen [18℄ (itype_aerosol=2), is a 2-dimensional monthly map of optial thiknesses for 5 aerosol lasses.In COSMO it is interpolated in time, and 3-dimensional optial properties are alulated assuming a prede-�ned exponentially deaying vertial pro�le. The seond, Kinne [10℄ (itype_aerosol=3), is a 2-dimensionallimatology whih is onsidered to better desribe real aerosol loading [12℄.In addition, two new options to use time- and spae-interpolated (via the int2lm software) 3-dimensionalaerosol �elds of external prognosti foreast models have been implemented. The �rst (itype_aerosol=4) anproess CAMS-ECMWF [1, 11℄ 3-dimensional aerosol mixing ratio �elds, whih inlude sea salt, mineral dust,blak arbon, organi matter and sulphate and whih are sub-divided to eleven traers, beause sea salt anddust have three size bins while blak arbon and organi matter have both hydrophobi and hydrophili types.The seond new option (itype_aerosol=5) an proess ICON-ART [14℄ 3-dimensional aerosol mixing ratio�elds; urrently the operational ICON-ART only inludes mineral dust, but it might be expanded to otherspeies in the future.Cloudy part optial propertiesFirst, in addition to loud water and ie, the optial e�et of prognosti snow, graupel and rain water ontentswas (optionally) inluded (namelist parameter lrad_inl_qrqsqg). The optial properties of solid partiles inlouds (spei� extintion oe�ient β, single sattering albedo ω, asymmetry fator g and delta-transmissionfuntion δ) have been formulated as funtion of e�etive radius Re and aspet ratio Ar (assuming hexagonalneedles as desribed in [5℄) for the 8 COSMO spetral bands, using the spetrosopi sattering funtion datafor single needles used previously in [5℄, [6℄ and [7℄. Based on these data, for eah realization of a Monte-Carlo-Ensemble over 7000 di�erent Gamma-type ie partile size distributions the parameters Re following[5℄, Ar following [7℄, β, ω, g and δ have been omputed. New and rather aurate �ts of type rationalfuntions were developed for β and ω as funtion of Re, and g and δ as funtion of Ar ([7℄). In ontrast toprevious literature, our new �ts span a very large parameter range for Re from 2.5 to 300mirons and behaveasymptotially �reasonably well� for larger sizes. This range is su�ient for the �ts to be applied to the snow-and graupel hydrometeors in any model. Optial thikness τ is obtained by multiplying the respetive β foreah hydrometeor type by the respetive spei� mass ontent and summation. Usage of the new �ts an beativated by namelist parameter iradpar_loud=4, and small modi�ations an be hosen by the namelistswithes lrad_ie_smooth_surfaes and lrad_ie_fd_is_gsquared.The optial properties of water partiles in louds have been formulated as funtion of partiles' water ontentand e�etive radius for the 8 COSMO spetral bands, using [8℄ up to 60 miron with an own asymptotiallyorret extrapolation towards larger sizes up to mm diameters (namelist parameter iradpar_loud=4).For the large partiles (snow, graupel and rain) a geometrial-optis large-size approximation based on semi-transparent spheres for the optial properties was (optionally) implemented (namelist parameter lrad_use_largesizeapprox).Several new options for alulation of water ontents, e�etive radii and aspet ratios (both are funtions ofnumber onentration and mass onentration) for various hydrometeors were implemented. That inludes:� Estimating NCa - the number onentration of 3-dimensional hydrophili aerosol �elds using Tegen[18℄ or CAMS-ECMWF [1, 11℄ input data.� Estimating weff - the subgrid loal updraft veloity, using turbulent kineti energy, radiative oolingand optionally onvetive veloity sale after Deardor� [2℄ (namelist parameter linl_wstar_in_we�).� Utilization of NCa and weff to alulate NCCN , the number onentration of nuleated loud dropletsfor omputing Re of loud water, using the Segal-Khain method [16℄ (namelist parameters iloud_num_type_rad and iloud_num_type_gsp). iloud_num_type_rad a�ets the radiation indiret aerosolse�et on louds and iloud_num_type_gsp a�ets the auto-onversion rate in the 1-momment mi-rophysial sheme.� Number onentrations of other speies (rain, loud ie, snow and graupel) are either estimated on-sistently to assumptions on partile size distributions in the 1-moment loud mirophysis sheme, orare prognosti for grid sale louds in ase of the 2-moment sheme.COSMO Newsletter No. 19: Otober 2019 www.osmo-model.org



3a. Working Group on Physial Aspets: Upper Air 25� "Stratiform" subgrid-sale loud droplets and ie water ontents (LWCsgs and IWCsgs, respetively)are estimated as funtions of temperature and humidity. The shallow onvetion LWCsgs is esti-mated by one of the 3 following methods: as funtion of temperature and humidity, similarly tostratiform louds; as equal to the LWC of COSMO shallow onvetion sheme (namelist parameterluse_q_on_sgs); and as fration of the theoretial adiabati water ontent [9℄ (namelist parameterluse_q_adiab_for_re�_sgs). The overall LWCsgs is estimated by the default COSMO method asweighted average of the "stratiform" and "onvetive" parts, using the orresponding loud frations.The grid sale water ontents of loud water and ie, snow, graupel and rain are prognosti variables.� E�etive radii and aspet ratios for loud droplets and loud ie, as well as snow, graupel and rainare estimated as funtion of the orresponding water ontents and number onentrations. For sit-uations dominated by subgrid-sale shallow onvetion, the e�etive radius of subgrid-sale louddroplets an be, alternatively, estimated using the "adiabati" parametrization [9℄ (namelist parameterluse_q_adiab_for_re�_sgs).The list of parameters of the new loud-radiation oupling sheme is presented in Table 1 in the Appendix.The Table inludes the meaning of eah parameter, its type, default value, available range and reommendedvalue.3 Case StudyPreliminary tests of the new loud-radiation oupling sheme (implemented in COSMO 5.5) were performedover the eastern Mediterranean (COSMO-IL domain 26-36N, 25-39E) with grid spaing of 2.8 km. The weatherevent was hosen to be on 16/02/2018. During that day the eastern Mediterranean was in the warm setor ofa deep upper air trough approahing from the west (see sattelite image in Figure 1). The SW winds auseddesert dust advetion into the region. The COSMO runs (driven by IFS data) were initialized on 16/2/201800 UTC and produed foreasts up to 16/2/2018 12 UTC.

Figure 1: IR 10.8 MeteoSat satellite image for 16/2/2018 at 12 UTC.
COSMO Newsletter No. 19: Otober 2019 www.osmo-model.org



3a. Working Group on Physial Aspets: Upper Air 26Eight COSMO runs have been performed, with namelist parameter variations as summarized in Figure 2. Thereferene experiment (Ref) inludes the default loud-radiation sheme (iradpar_loud=1) and Tanre aerosollimatology (itype_aerosol=1). Exp.1 is similar to Ref, with Tegen aerosol limatology (itype_aerosol=2).Exp.2 is similar to Exp. 1 with Segal-Khain estimation of loud-droplet number onentration (iloud_num_type_rad=2 and iloud_num_type_gsp=2). Exp. 3 is similar to Exp.2 with onsideration of Deardor�onvetive veloity sale in alulation of the loal subgrid-sale updraft (linl_wstar_in_we�=TRUE),andwith tuned hydrometeor number onentrations (lredue_qnx_vs_qx=TRUE). Exp.4 is similar to Exp.3 withsubgrid sale droplets and ie e�etive radius alulation using water ontents and number onentrations(luse_re�_ini_x_as_re�x_sgs=FALSE), and with tuned water ontent redution (luse_tqqiqs=TRUE).Exp.5 is similar to Exp.4 with an estimation of shallow Cu droplets e�etive radius using the "adiabati"parametrization (luse_q_adiab_for_re�_sgs=TRUE), and their water ontent using the shallow onve-tion parametrization (luse_q_on_sgs=TRUE). Exp.6 is similar to Exp.5 with revised asymmetry funtionof ie partiles (lrad_ie_smooth_surfaes= FALSE and lrad_ie_fd_is_gsquared= TRUE). Exp.7 is simi-lar to Exp. 6 with MCSI parameterization of spetral bands sampling in the radiation solver (itype_msi=1)ompensated by more frequent alls to the radiation sheme (every 3 minutes instead of 15).

Figure 2: Summary of the eight COSMO experiments.The sensitivity results of the COSMO runs are presented in 3 as funtion of the foreast range. The upperleft panel presents the averaged global radiation over the loudy grid points (loud over > 0.1). For eahexperiment the global radiation of the Ref run is subtrated, showing the sensitivity e�et of the urrentexperiment. The upper right panel presents similar results for the averaged 2 meter tempearture. Similarly,the lower panels present the sensitivity results for the lear sky regions (loud over < 0.1), highlighting thediret e�ets of aerosols and the MCSI parameterization.
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3a. Working Group on Physial Aspets: Upper Air 27

Figure 3: Sensitivity results of the COSMO runs as funtion of the foreast range. The upper left panelpresents the averaged over the loudy grid points (loud over > 0.1) global radiation. For eah experimentthe global radiation of the Ref run is subtrated, showing the sensitivity e�et of the urrent experiment. Theupper right panel presents similar results for the averaged 2 meter tempearture. Similarly, the lower panelspresent the sensitivity results for the lear sky regions (loud over < 0.1).One an see (Exp. 1) that the use of Tegen aerosol instead of Tanre strongly inreases the global radiation(up to 120 W/m2) and the 2 meter temperature up to 0.5 K. Exp. 2 shows that in the loudy areas thenew optial properties and Segal-Khain nuleation, and � most importantly � onsideration of rain, snow andgraupel partiles in radiation, dereases the enhanement to about 50 W/m2. Exp. 3 shows that in the loudyareas revision of the loal updraft for Segal-Khain nuleation and tuning the number onentration dereasesthe enhanement further to about 35 W/m2. Exp. 4 shows that in the loudy areas revision of SGS e�etiveradius alulations and imposing upper limits to the total water ontents brings the enhanement bak toabout 50 W/m2. Experiments 5,6 and 7 show smaller sensitivity on average. Generally, one an see that thenew loud-radiation oupling sheme a�ets the global radiation by 30-120 W/m2 whih orresponds to a 2meter temperature variation range of about 1 K. Important to note is, that these results are preliminary andre�et the model sensitivity at a single day over a spei�ed region only. Also, the results inlude averaging overlarge areas, whih suggests muh higher sensitivities loally. We should also note that this is the �rst attemptto test the ode within the 5.5 framework. Eah of the new sheme omponents was massively tested withinthe 5.1 framework. In the appendix we provide the "reommended" namelist based on the studies during thelast 4-years, whih were disussed and published in various presentations and papers, as an be viewed on
T 2(RC)2 web page (http://www.osmo-model.org/ontent/tasks/priorityProjets/t2r2/default.htm).4 SummaryIn this short artile we inform the COSMO ommunity about the reent implementation of a revised loud-radiation oupling sheme into COSMO 5.5. O�ially this ode will be distributed with the �nal versionof COSMO - COSMO-6. The new sheme inludes an optional modi�ation to the radiation solver (MCSICOSMO Newsletter No. 19: Otober 2019 www.osmo-model.org



3a. Working Group on Physial Aspets: Upper Air 28parametrization). It further inludes implementation of new aerosol limatologies and prognosti aerosol�elds whih modify the lear sky optial properties. Moreover, the indiret e�et of aerosols on numberonentrations, e�etive radiuses and water ontents in grid and subgrid sale louds is signi�antly revised.The optial properties of solid and water hydrometeors for the di�erent spetral intervals were revised aswell. Preliminary tests show a signi�ant e�et of the new loud-radiation oupling sheme on radiation and2 meter temperature.AknowledgmentsBesides the authors, the new loud-radiation oupling ode inludes important ontributions from SimonGruber (KIT), Alexey Poliukov (MSU), Natalia Chubarova (MSU), Marina Shatunova (Roshydromet), Ul-rih Shaettler (DWD), Daniel Rieger (DWD), Martin Kohler (DWD), Alon Shtivelman (IMS), Yoav Levi(IMS), Xavier Lapillonne (MeteoSwiss), Oliver Fuhrer (MeteoSwiss), Gdaly Rivin (Roshydromet), AlexanderKirsanov (Roshydromet),Matthias Rashendorfer (DWD), Ralph Beker (DWD), Stefan Kinne (MPI-Met Hamburg), Daniel Luthi(DWD), Alessio Bozzo (ECMWF), Alexander Khain (HUJI), Bodo Ritter (DWD), Dmitrii Mironov (DWD)and Bernard Vogel (KIT). The COSMO priority projet T 2(RC)2 was led by Harel Muskatel (IMS).Referenes[1℄ Benedetti, A., J.-J. Morrette, O. Bouher, A. Dethof, R. J. Engelen, M. Fisher, H. Flentje, N. Huneeus, L.Jones, J. W. Kaiser, et al., 2009: Aerosol analysis and foreast in the European Centre for MediumRangeWeather Foreasts Integrated Foreast System. Part 2: Data assimilation, J. Geophys. Res.-Atmospheres,114(D13), D13205, doi:10.1020/2008JD011115.[2℄ Deardor�, J. W.: 1970, `Convetive Veloity and Temperature Sales for the Unstable Planetary Bound-ary Layer and for Rayleigh Convetion', J. Atmos. Si. 27, 1211�1213.[3℄ Doms, G., J. Forstner, E. Heise, H.-J. Herzog, D. Mironov, M. Rashendorfer, T. Reinhardt, B. Ritter,R. Shrodin, J.-P. Shulz and G. Vogel, 2011: A desription of the Nonhydrostati Regional COSMOModel. Part II: Physial Parameterization. Deutsher Wetterdienst, 161 pp.[4℄ Fu, Q., and Liou, K. N. (1992), A threeparameter approximation for radiative transfer in nonhomo-geneous atmospheres: Appliation to the O3 9.6m band, J. Geophys. Res., 97(D12), 13051� 13058,doi:10.1029/92JD00999.[5℄ Fu Q., 1996, An Aurate Parameterization of the Solar Radiative Properties of Cirrus Clouds for ClimateModels, J. Clim., 9, 2058-2082[6℄ Fu Q., P. Yang and W. B. Sun, 1998, An Aurate Parameterization of the Infrared Radiative Propertiesof Cirrus Clouds for Climate Models, J. Clim., 11, 2223-2237[7℄ Fu Q., 2007, A New Parameterization of an Asymmetry Fator of Cirrus Clouds for Climate Models, J.Atm. Si., 64, 4140-4150[8℄ Hu, Y.X. and K. Stamnes, 1993: An Aurate Parameterization of the Radiative Properties of Wa-ter Clouds Suitable for Use in Climate Models. J. Climate, 6, 728�742, https://doi.org/10.1175/1520-0442(1993)006<0728:AAPOTR>2.0.CO;2[9℄ Khain, P., R. Heiblum, U. Blahak, Y. Levi, H. Muskatel, E. Vadislavsky, O. Altaratz, I. Koren, G.Dagan, J. Shpund, and A. Khain, 2019: Parameterization of Vertial Pro�les of Governing MirophysialParameters of Shallow Cumulus Cloud Ensembles Using LES with Bin Mirophysis. J. Atmos. Si., 76,533�560, https://doi.org/10.1175/JAS-D-18-0046.1[10℄ Kinne, S., D. O'Donnel, P. Stier, S. Kloster, K. Zhang, H. Shmidt, S. Rast, M. Giorgetta, T. F. Ek,and B. Stevens (2013), MAC-v1: A new global aerosol limatology for limate studies, J. Adv. Model.Earth Syst., 5, 704740, doi:10.1002/jame.20035.[11℄ Morrette, J.-J., O. Bouher, L. Jones, D. Salmond, P. Behtold, A. Beljaars, A. Benedetti, A. Boner,J. W. Kaiser, M. Razinger, et al., 2009: Aerosol analysis and foreast in the European Centre for Medi-umRange Weather Foreasts Integrated Foreast System. Part 1: Forward modelling, J. Geophys. Res.-Atmospheres, 114(D6), D06206, doi:10.1029/2008JD011235.COSMO Newsletter No. 19: Otober 2019 www.osmo-model.org



3a. Working Group on Physial Aspets: Upper Air 29[12℄ Mueller R., C. Träger-Chatterjee, Brief Auray Assessment of Aerosol Climatologies for the Retrievalof Solar Surfae Radiation, Atmosphere 2014, 5, 959-972; doi:10.3390/atmos5040959[13℄ Pinus, R., and Stevens, B. (2009), Monte Carlo Spetral Integration: a Consistent Approxi-mation for Radiative Transfer in Large Eddy Simulations, J. Adv. Model. Earth Syst., 1, 1,doi:10.3894/JAMES.2009.1.1.[14℄ Rieger, D., Bangert, M., Bisho�-Gauss, I., Förstner, J., Lundgren, K., Reinert, D., Shröter, J., Vogel,H., Zängl, G., Ruhnke, R., and Vogel, B.: ICON�ART 1.0 � a new online-oupled model system from theglobal to regional sale, Geosi. Model Dev., 8, 1659-1676, https://doi.org/10.5194/gmd-8-1659-2015,2015.[15℄ Ritter, B. and J. Geleyn, 1992: A Comprehensive Radiation Sheme for Numerial Weather Pre-dition Models with Potential Appliations in Climate Simulations. Mon. Wea. Rev., 120, 303�325,https://doi.org/10.1175/1520-0493(1992)120<0303:ACRSFN>2.0.CO;2[16℄ Segal, Y., and Khain, A. (2006), Dependene of droplet onentration on aerosol onditions in di�erentloud types: Appliation to droplet onentration parameterization of aerosol onditions, J. Geophys.Res., 111, D15204, doi:10.1029/2005JD006561.[17℄ Tanre, D., J.-F. Geleyn, and J. Slingo, 1984. First results of the introdution of an advaned aerosol-radiation interation in the ECMWF low resolution global model. In Pro. of the Meetings of Expertson Aerosols and their Climati E�ets, Williamsburg, VA, pp. 133177. WMO and IAMAP.[18℄ Tegen, I., P. Hoorig, M. Chin, I. Fung, D. Jaob, and J. Penner (1997), Contribution of di�erent aerosolspeies to the global aerosol extintion optial thikness: Estimates from model results, J. Geophys. Res.,102, 23,895 23,915.AppendixThe list of parameters of the new loud-radiation oupling sheme is presented in Table 1. The Table inludesthe meaning of eah parameter, its type, default value, available range and reommended value.Parameter Meaning Type Def Range Reomiradpar_loud Calulation of optial properties for solidand water partiles. 1-old, 4-new. 2,3 arepossible but not reommended INT 1 1,4 4lrad_ie_smooth_surfaes E�etive if iradpar_loud=4. If T assumesmooth surfaes for solid speies (fd>0),otherwise assume rough surfaes (fd loseto 0) LOG T T/F Frad_ie_fd_is_gsquared E�etive if iradpar_loud=4 andlrad_ie_smooth_surfaes=T. If Tompute forward sattered fration as
f = g2 (RG92 method), otherwise om-pute f = 1/(2ω) + fd with fd = fct(AR)aording to the new �ts. Conerns onlythe solar frequeny bands

LOG F T/F F
lrad_inl_qrqsqg inlude/exlude QR, QS and QG in radia-tive transfer alulations LOG F T/F Tlrad_use_largesizeapprox E�etive for iradpar_loud = 4: if F new�ts for all optial properties of solid speiesare used without lipping. If T only for theextintion the large-size approximation isapplied starting from Re�=150 mirons LOG T T/F Titype_aerosol Type of aerosol map. Climatology: 1-Tanre, 2-Tegen, 3-Kinne. Prognosti datafrom int2lm: 4-CAMS, 5-ART INT 1 1-5 4
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3a. Working Group on Physial Aspets: Upper Air 30iloud_num_type_rad Derivation of loud number onentrationfor radiation. 1: use loud_num_radtuning parameter. 2: derive fromTegen/CAMS aerosol data using Segal-Khain parametrization (e�etive foritype_aerosol=2,4 only) INT 1 1,2 2
iloud_num_type_gsp Derivation of loud number onentra-tion for 1-moment mirophysis. 1: useloud_num tuning parameter. 2: derivefrom Tegen/CAMS aerosol data usingSegal-Khain parametrization (e�etive foritype_aerosol=2,4 only) INT 1 1,2 2
linl_wstar_in_we� E�etive in ase ofiloud_num_type_rad/gsp=2 (Segal-Khain). If T, the e�. w for loud nuleationis enfored to be >= w∗ (onv. vel. salein PBL), but only below the PBL heightor below the upper bound of the lowest"onvetive loud layer�, whihever ishigher. F � otherwise

LOG F T/F T
loud_num_rad Tuning parameter for loud number on-entration for radiation (1/m3)

REAL 2E8 [0.1-10℄E8 2E8loud_num Tuning parameter for loud number on-entration for 1-moment mirophysis
(1/m3)

REAL 5E8 [0.1-10℄E8 5E8zref_loud_num_rad Height of lower layer (above MSL in m)above whih the loud number onentra-tion is exponentially redued with height REAL 2000 500-3000 2000dz_oe_loud_num_rad 1/e derease height in m of exponentialderease of loud number onentrationabove zref_loud_num_rad REAL 2000 500-3000 2000lredue_qnx_vs_qx T: redue qnx vs qx for radiation. In thisase the 9 tuning parameters below are a-tivated. F: otherwise LOG F T/F Trho_nhigh_rad For q<=rho_nhigh_rad, qn is not re-dued as funtion of q [kg/m3]
REAL 0.5 E-4 [0.1-20℄E-4 0.5 E-4rho_nlow_rad For rho_nhigh_rad < q <rho_nlow_rad qn is linearly reduedas funtion of q [kg/m3℄ REAL 2.0 E-4 [0.1-20℄E-4 2.0 E-4nfat_low_rad For q>=rho_nlow_rad, the lin-ear redution bottoms out at the n-fat_low_rad'th fration of qn REAL 0.1 [0...1℄ 0.1rhoi_nihigh_rad For qi <= rhoi_nihigh_rad, ni(T) is notredued as funtion of qi [kg/m3℄ REAL 0.5 E-5 [0.1-20℄E-5 0.5 E-5rhoi_nilow_rad For rhoi_nihigh_rad < qi <rhoi_nilow_rad, ni(T) is linearly re-dued as funtion of qi [kg/m3℄ REAL 2.0 E-5 [0.1-20℄E-5 2.0 E-5nifat_low_rad For qi >= rhoi_nilow_rad, the lin-ear redution bottoms out at the ni-fat_low_rad'th fration of ni(T) REAL 0.1 [0...1℄ 0.1rhos_n0shigh_rad For qs <= rhos_n0shigh_rad, n0s is notredued as funtion of qs [kg/m3℄ REAL 1.0 E-5 [0.1-20℄E-5 1.0 E-5rhos_n0slow_rad For rhos_n0high_rad < qs <rhos_n0low_rad, n0s is linearly reduedtowards n0s_low_rad [kg/m3℄ REAL 5.0 E-5 [0.1-20℄E-5 5.0 E-5n0s_low_rad For qs>=rhos_n0slow_rad, n0s attainsthis onst. value [m−3℄ REAL 8 E5 [1-50℄E5 8 E5luse_re�_ini_x_as_re�x_sgs Use tuning parameters re�_ini_,re�_ini_i for SGS e�. radius LOG T T/F FCOSMO Newsletter No. 19: Otober 2019 www.osmo-model.org



3a. Working Group on Physial Aspets: Upper Air 31re�_ini_ E�etive radius for SGSloud droplets (m). Only ifluse_re�_ini_x_as_re�x_sgs=T REAL 5 E-6 [3-15℄E-6 5 E-6re�_ini_i E�etive radius for SGS loud ie (m).Only if luse_re�_ini_x_as_re�x_sgs=T REAL 10 E-6 [5-30℄E-6 10 E-6radq_fat, radqi_fat,radqs_fat, radqg_fat Portion of GS and SGS q, qi, qs, qg (re-spetively) "seen" by the radiation. Shouldbe <1 beause of subgrid-sale variability.Inrease leads to higher optial thikness REAL 0.5 [0.5-1℄ 0.5qvsatfat_sgsl_rad Saling fator for q and qi of SGS louds:loal supersaturation whih is assumed tohave been depleted by SGS loud forma-tion [-℄. Inrease leads to higher optialthikness REAL 0.01 [0.005-0.02℄ 0.01luse_tqtqitqs limit TQC, TQI, TQS to some integralmaximum. Adjust q, qi, qs aordingly(for radiation). T leads to lower optialthikness LOG F T/F Tluse_q_adiab_for_re�_sgs Use "adiabati" parametrization for SGSshallow onvetion e�etive radius LOG F T/F Tluse_q_on_sgs E�etive if luse_q_adiab_for_re�_sgs=T.F: use "adiabati" parametrization forSGS shallow onvetion LWC. T: use LWCfrom shallow onvetion parametrization(if lonv=T) LOG F T/F Talpha1_adiab_rad Linear deviation with height (aboveloud base) of SGS shallow on-vetion e�etive radius from theadiabati value alpha1_adiab_rad-alpha2_adiab_rad*(z-zb). [-℄ REAL 0.95 [0.7-1℄ 0.95alpha2_adiab_rad Linear deviation with height (aboveloud base) of SGS shallow on-vetion e�etive radius from theadiabati value alpha1_adiab_rad-alpha2_adiab_rad*(z-zb). [1/m℄ REAL 1.2 E-4 [1-2℄E-4 1.2 E-4beta_adiab_rad Ratio of loud-average number onentra-tion (of SGS shallow onvetion) with re-spet to the loud ore value (obtainedfrom Segal-Khain) REAL 0.38 [0.2-1℄ 0.38gamma_adiab_rad Linear deviation with height (abovere�=12miron level) of SGS shallow onv.q from the "pseudo-adiabati" value.[1/km℄ REAL 0.45 [0.2-0.7℄ 0.45itype_msi 1: Monte Carlo Spetral Integration in theradiation solver. Reommended togetherwith ninrad=5. 0-Default from RG92 INT 0 0,1 0Table 1: List of parameters of the new loud-radiation oupling sheme. The parametersare separated to groups aording the orresponding parametrization: Optial propertiesderivation; E�et of large hydrometeors on radiation; Aerosols e�et in lear sky and ondroplets number onentration in louds; Redution of hydrometeors number onentrationsfor large water ontents; Method of e�etive radius alulation; Tuning water ontents "seen"by radiation; "Adiabati" parametrization for liquid water ontent and e�etive radius inshallow umulus; New method for radiation solver. The Table inludes the meaning of eahparameter, its type, default value, available range and reommended value.
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